On Saturday MIT's men's varsity sailing team placed first in the Dartmouth Bowl Regatta and by so doing qualified for the New England Dinghy Championships to be held next weekend on Boston Harbor. The Dartmouth Bowl, one of three elimination heats for the New England, was sailed at the Coast Guard Academy in light, variable winds.

MIT's All-American Steve Cucchiaro '74, sailing in A-Division with crew Larry Dubin '76, made an impressive showing as he won five of the six races sailed in his division, overwhelming the MIT varsity in over ten points. Cucchiaro, an unknown entity, looked very promising.

Although Williams' stroke rate was held down to 29 over the body of the 1000 meters, MIT, at 36, refused to die as the opposition had expected. Instead, after a gain of one seat at the start, MIT continued to overpower Williams, gaining a four-seat advantage halfway through.
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